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1.

Introduction to Osotwa CBCO

Osotwa Mount Meru Community Based Organisation has been a
community development catalyst through expanding relationships with other
stakeholders who have demonstrated their willingness and readiness to deliver
their knowledge and skills, through us, to reach the grassroots communities of
the Mount Meru area.
The Executive Committee of Osotwa has continued its active contribution
in the sustainability of the organisation. Through its formal quarterly meetings,
the committee members supported the organisation in their active participation
in modifying and regulating the organisational programme.
I wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge and pay tribute to Mr. Edgar
W. Masunga and Mr D. K. Bwoyo for their exemplary support of Osotwa which
was given during the implementation of the organisational programme in 2005.
We would like to express our special thanks to the following organisations for the
close collaboration and services rendered and/or shared:













Istituto Oikos (Italy)
Volunteer Service Abroad (VSA - New Zealand)
Mondo Challenge (United Kingdom)
Forestry Training Institute (Olmotonyi, Tanzania)
Meru/Usa Forest Plantation (Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism)
Tanzania Tourist Board (TTB)
The Women’s Groups of Merikebu and Ng’asakinoi
The Kimnyak, Olkokola and Il Kiding’a Ward authorities
The Arumeru District Commissioner and council personnel
Hakikazi Catalyst
The Arusha Region Administrative Office
The people of the Mount Meru area and many others…

On behalf of the Board of Trustees and Osotwa members I also wish to extend
my heartfelt appreciation and thankfulness to the staff of Osotwa for their selfgiving and the voluntary effort that they have made to achieve the work of the
Organisation, all without salary or wages.
“If you want to know how the shoe fits, ask the person who is
wearing it, not the one who made it.”

John ole Daniel
Coordinator

2.

Summary of Initiatives
2.1

Establishment of grassroots community savings and credit cooperative
societies – SACCOS.

ISASACCOS Community Group Executive. (Photo: Tim Park)

SACCOS groups are being created to provide build up savings and provide capital
for small business enterprises and development to directly address poverty
alleviation in rural households in the Mount Meru area. One of the groups,
ISASACCOS has been a great success to date, with membership mushrooming to
46 households, in the first few months of formation.

2.2

Facilitation of community groups formation and registration

Ng’asakinoi Women’s Group and their traditional Maasai beaded jewellery.
(Photo: Tamara)

Kitaakuk Indigenous Forestry Plantation group. (Photo: Paola Mariani)

ISASACCOS Community Group Executive and members. (Photo: Tim Park)

Olkeju loo ilmoruak Conservation area (Photo: Tim Park)

Osotwa has realised that the most effective method to reach the majority of rural
communities and people, is to establish small cohesive groups that are capable of
functioning independently and sustainability to meet there own needs. Osotwa
enables the groups it has created to work toward their own goals by providing
advice, as well as facilitating and coordinating where required.

2.3

Facilitation of training and exchange visits between FTI students and
local village farmers

Mr E. Keraryo (Dean of Studies) showing John ole Daniel the Kenya Top Bar
modern bee hive. (Photo: Tim Park)

Historically the community and FTI - Olmotonyi have been operating
independently of each other with little integration or mutual benefit. Osotwa has
worked hard to link the local communities, through the community groups, with
FTI by developing training through tailor-made short courses and workshops.
Topic have included; Improved Stoves/Energy Saving Stoves technology, Bee
Management,
Primary Health Care, etc. Communities have also allowed
students onto their villages to see actual application of current farming
techniques and allow sharing of Traditional Indigenous Knowledge.

Left: A member of Naishiye
Women’s group with Energy
saving stove. (Photo: John ole
Daniel)

2.4

Eco-tourism initiatives (funding for Osotwa and benefiting the local
community)

Maasai Kids and Tamara (Photo: Anon. Maasai child).

Osotwa CBCO has established an initiative – Osotwa Cultural Tourism Initiative
(OCTI) to provide visitors to the Arusha Region opportunities to spend time with
the local Maasai people and allow them to experience and learn about the
traditions of this strong culture. Also OCTI provides an alternative for visitors see
the wonderful scenery and wildlife in the locality without going to the expense of
visiting the National Parks.
Grassroot’s level Women’s groups and the
Community Centre are being exposed through these environmentally friendly
initiatives.
OCTI is currently a small programme looking to expand by providing a genuine
experience and insight into the lives of the traditional people of the Mount Meru
area.

2.5

English training to adults – Emaoi Primary School

Above: Graduates form English
Training Class given at Olmotonyi
Centre. (Photo: Rosella Rossi)
Left: English Training students and
teacher with Sally Capper, Istituto
Oikos. (Photo: JaneMaire Ntawila)

In collaboration with Mondo Challenge (UK) and Istituto Oikos, Osotwa has
organised English training courses for local adults, in particular those who have
been disadvantaged from undertaking education previously. Elementary English
training is provided for cultural and eco-tourism groups. Also English Grammar
Class’s for the advanced students were provided by appropriate volunteers from
Mondo Challenge (UK).
Mr. Andrew Ritorn (a local retired teacher) performed wonderful training with
the following centres; Mulala CTP, Ng’iresi CTP, Mkuru, Uwiro, Losinoni,
Olmotonyi and Ngare Nanyuki. There is a clearly demonstrated need for further
training but funding is required to facilitate the Initiative.

2.6

Computer literacy training (Teaching adults from local rural
communities at Osotwa office)

Joyce Isaac, one of the graduates of the Computer literacy classes. Now Joyce is the
part-time secretary of Osotwa - funded by Istituto Oikos. (Photo: Tim Park)

Students who have successfully completed the English training were invited to
further their education by attending Computer literacy training at the Osotwa
office on a single computer. The training demand originated from the previous 50
graduates message to their Guest of Honour (Mr. Edgar Masunga –Meru/Usa
Forest Plantation Manager).

2.7

Kitaakuk Hill Project (Indigenous forestry initiative in collaboration
with Istituto Oikos and Meru/Usa Forest Plantation).

Above: Kitaakuk Project reference
group members staking plants in
project area directly after initial
planting of indigenous species
(Photo: JaneMarie Ntawila)
Left : Same area two years after
plantings – with a survival rate of
over 80%. (Photo: Tim Park)

Kitaakuk project is co-managed
by Osotwa and the villages of
Sambasha and Timbolo together
with
Meru/Usa
Forest
Plantation.
The project is
intended
to
restore
the
indigenous forest of the area, to
conserve the water sources and
provide more area for beekeeping
as
well
as
an
opportunity for visitors to see
the outcomes of community
based conservation. Istituto
Oikos donated the funding to
enable the project.

2.8

Engorika Hill Forestry Conservation Project

Above: View of the reforested southwestern flank of Engorika Hill.
Left: Close-up view of edge of project
area. Photos: Tim Park

The people of Olkokola village
and ward authority approached
Osotwa after experiencing
serious soil erosion and flooding
which took the lives of local
people and livestock, as well as
affecting the infrastructure of the
area by breaking transportation
routes and communication
networks. The cause of the
erosion and flooding was due to
poor land management and
uncontrolled grazing on
Engorika Hill. Osotwa has
focused on planting indigenous
tree species and preventing
grazing of the area to alleviate
the problem. After only two years
the impacts have reduced
markedly.

2.9

Organisational Capacity Building

John ole Daniel working with extension officers of Arumeru District Council.
(Photo: Arusha Media Photographer)

Community group members undertaking National Forestry Programme Review
with Hakikazi Catalyst at Osotwa’s office (Photo: John ole Daniel)

Osotwa is working hard to develop its organisational capacity, currently we are
very small but we realise there is great need for our assistance in the Mount Meru
Area. Osotwa is fortunate to have a skilled volunteer on staff from VSA – New
Zealand to assist with the further development of Osotwa’s organisational
capacity.

VSA – New Zealand volunteer Tim Park, a professional ecologist, now works for
Osotwa as their Technical Advisor. (Photo: John ole Daniel)

Osotwa relies on the generosity of many organisations and institutions to allow it
to function as successfully as it does. With a very small infrastructure and
voluntary staff, Osotwa achieves a great deal. One can only imagine the successes
that would be made possible with direct funding assistance, which could allow
Osotwa to:
• Reimburse staff modestly to ameliorate the direct impacts of loss of time
on family and other parts of their lives.
• Purchase basic stationary, furniture and necessary equipment.
• Develop infrastructure, such as:
o water harvesting, storage, filtration and de-fluoridation systems;
o construction
(or use) of a structure to provide community
conservation facilities to enable and provide:
 training of local people (i.e. maasai traditions, traditional
environmental knowledge, kiswahili, english, environmental
education, ecology and conservation, sustainable development,
pastoral, agricultural and horticultural skills, computer skills, small
business enterprise);

production of energy saving stoves;
communal extraction facility for locally produced honey;
a breeding facility to provide quality laying hens to the
copmmunity;
 a small facility to provide vetenary services and vaccinations;
 accommodation for local orphans from disadvantaged families;
 office facilities for coordination, facilitation, communication, and a
computer suite (for community training and access to internet) and
possibly a small targeted library;
Acquire and maintain 4WD vehicles to enable access to remote
communities and ecosystems in the Mount Meru area;
Install solar and/or wind powered energy devices;




•
•

Elias Ngungat and John ole Daniel at workshop organised by Hakikazi Catalyst.
(Photo: Arusha Press Media).

2.10

Sambasha Primary School Environmental Programme

Above: Students and teachers
with seedlings in school
nursery, accompanied by
Meru/Usa Forest Plantation,
Osotwa and Istituto Oikos Staff.
(Photo: Paola Mariani)
Left: Vice Chairperson of
Osotwa and Mr Njambi (Oikos)
working with students to make
a weather station to increase
awareness and knowledge of
the environment. (Photo: Paola
Mariani)

Osotwa and Istituto Oikos have
been working together to provide
environmental
education
to
Sambasha Primary School and the
local community of the area. The
school now has its own woodlot
and weather station which will
both be used to further local
environmental knowledge.

3.

Strategic Direction and Outputs from
Implemented Activities
3.1

Our Strategic Direction.

Osotwa recognises that there is need to address environmental issues and
associated needs of the local people in the Mount Meru area. This is
fundamentally challenging as environmental issues and impacts come from
many different sectors, as such much coordination is needed to ensure clear
communication and transparency. Therefore we are currently:
•
•
•
•
•
3.2
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3
•
•
•

Raising awareness locally on what we mean by environment and
conservation.
Attempting to make tangible linkages between poverty and
environment.
Undertaking environmental and poverty baseline monitoring and
developing targets for future development where possible.
Integrating environmental and community issues into strategies of
local authorities and training institutions.
Encouraging investment in environment at various community levels.
Last Years Activities.
19,700 indigenous trees were planted at Engorika Hill, Olkokola.
5,200 indigenous trees were planted in Kitaakuk Tree Planting Project.
20 participants (gender considered) were fully involved in the review of
the National Forestry programme. The exercise was conducted at
Osotwa’s office in close collaboration with Hakikazi Catalyst.
Facilitated Participatory Agricultural Development and Empowerment
Project (PADEP) activities in Olkokola Ward, Arumeru District.
English training – 50 Adults students from Emaoi attended a full year
English Grammar course.
Initiated Osotwa Cultural Tourism Initiatives (OCTI) which is now
operational.
Two tour guides were trained to pursue careers with OCTI (with
support from Oikos).
Initiated contact with Volunteer Service Abroad - New Zealand (VSA)
to obtain the services of a skilled volunteer.
Sought and received support pledged from Istituto Oikos, Meru/Usa
Forest Plantation and FTI - Olmotonyi to meet the terms of the
partnership agreement with VSA.
Activities Undertaken or Planned this Year.
Monitoring of Kitaakuk Project continued.
Enrolled 80 new students for the Adults English Class Programme.
12 Students that graduated from English training attended a
“Computer Literacy Class” using the sole computer owned by Osotwa.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two people from Olkokola Villages supervised management of
Engorika Hill Conservation project, motivated by a monthly allowance
provided by Istituto Oikos.
6,400 additional indigenous trees were planted at Engorika Hill, while
250 trees were planted at Emaoi Complex – Kimunyak Ward.
12 local women (ten from Ng’asakinoi Women’s group and two from
RAAWU - Olmotonyi) attended a fortnightly “Training for Trainers”
workshop on Energy Saving Stoves and Primary Health Care officiated
by Hon. Elias W. Lali. The workshops are organised jointly with
Forestry Training Institute (FTI), Olmotonyi.
Conduct participatory baseline survey of environmental conditions in
Ngaramtoni community in order to identify most urgent problems.
Develop project proposal(s) for mitigating environmental problems in
Ngaramtoni based on results of participatory survey.
Facilitation of the formation and registration of three community
groups: Ng’asakinoi Women’s Group, ISASACCOS, and CHAKAKITU
SACCOS to improve livelihoods and poverty reduction. Several
enabling meetings were held and the constitutions have been
completed.
Full participation in the “Forestry Training Curricular Revision” in
which Osotwa was representing all Community Based Organisations
(CBOs) in Tanzania.
Selected two young male students for a Government of Tanzania
Scholarship to undertake a two year Diploma Course in Forestry with
FTI - Olmotonyi which commenced in July 2005.
Selected a young female student for a Government of Tanzania
Scholarship to undertake a two year Certificate Course in Forest
Industry with Forestry Industry Training Institute, Moshi which
commenced in July 2005.
Organised a six day “Bee Management short course for Community
based Bee-keeping Groups” in association with FTI, attended by 20
local villagers. FTI graciously hosted and sponsored the course as well
as donating ten modern box beehives to selected attendees for the
benefit of their individual communities.
Prepared for arrival of VSA volunteer. Provided in depth briefing and
orientation of Osotwa’s activities to volunteer.
Set up new computer graciously donated by Istituto Oikos.
Participated in various monthly seminars organised by Hakikazi
Catalyst.
Planning Environmental Education programme for local primary
school pupils.
Planning and undertaking Environmental Education programme for
local villagers and community groups.
Seeking assistance from international philanthropic organisations that
share Osotwa’s vision and values.

4. Osotwa Partners in Activities
Istituto Oikos (Italy)
Generously supports Osotwa by assisting with capacity building. Additionally they
providing funding to achieve restoration projects at Olkokola and Kitaakuk, Adult
education programme, Cultural tourism initiatives as well as support for the
Environmental education programmes in schools. They have also provided an up to
date PC computer. Also, Istituto Oikos provided financial support to enable the VSA
volunteers presence.

Volunteer Service Abroad (VSA - New Zealand)
Graciously supports Osotwa by providing the services of a skilled volunteer from New
Zealand for two years. The focus of the volunteer is skills transfer in the area of
conservation and environmental education. VSA also provides and maintains a
vehicle for the use of the volunteer for the duration of the assignment, as well as
helping with the living costs of the volunteer while in Tanzania.

Mondo Challenge (United Kingdom)
Graciously supports Osotwa by supporting the provision of English language and
grammar training courses for local adults, in particular those who have been
disadvantaged from undertaking education previously.

Forestry Training Institute (Olmotonyi, Tanzania)
Graciously supports Osotwa by allowing the use for their computer systems and
broadband internet connection. FTI also provides facilities for training seminars and
workshops as well as student exchange visits. Also, FTI has provided support to
enable the VSA volunteers presence.

Meru/Usa Forest Plantation (Ministry of Natural
Resources and Tourism)
Graciously supports Osotwa by assisting with capacity building and technical support
as well as collaborating closely on the Kitaakuk Hill Project and the Sambasha
Primary School programme. Also, Meru/Usa Forest Plantation has supported
Osotwa to enable the VSA volunteers presence by providing accommodation for the
volunteer while working for Osotwa.

Tanzania Tourist Board (TTB)
Graciously supports Osotwa by linking us with tourism market at large.

The Kimnyak, Olkokola and Il Kiding’a Ward authorities
Graciously supports Osotwa by collaborating on various projects within respective
wards. They have also been instrumental in highlighting needs of the local people
and have been willing and ready to work closely with us.

The Arumeru District Commissioner and personnel
Graciously supports Osotwa by officiating organisational programmes and providing
technical support within their bureaucracy.

Hakikazi Catalyst
Graciously supports Osotwa by linking us with other NGO’s and CBO’s locally and
nationally as well as assisting with organisational capacity building within their goal
of developing community capacity at large in Tanzania. Closely affiliated with Osotwa
on issues pertaining to livelihood improvement of local people.

5.

Osotwa Staff

• Chairman
Elais Ngungat

• Technical Advisor
Tim Park

• Vice – Chairman
Sion Solomon

• Office Secretary
Joyce Isaac

• Treasurer
Elias Y. Mollel

• Assistant Researcher/ Guide
Ayubu Elias

• Coordinator
John ole Daniel

• Guide
David Lenairisha

